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Friction is a ubiquitous phenomenon in everyday activities spanning from vehicles where efficient

brakes are mandatory up to mechanical devices where its minimum effects are pursued for energy

efficiency issues. Recently, theoretical models succeed correlating the friction behavior with

energy transference via phonons between sliding surfaces. Therefore, considering that the energy

losses by friction are prompted through phonons, the chemical surface structure between sliding

surfaces is very important to determine the friction phenomenon. In this work, we address the issue

of friction between a conical diamond tip sliding on different functionalized flat steel surfaces by

focusing the influence of the chemical bonds in the outermost layers on the sliding resistance. This

geometry allows probing the coupling of the sharp tip with terminator species on the top and

underneath material surface at in-depth friction measurements from 20 to 200 nm. Experimentally,

the friction coefficient decreases when nitrogen atoms are substituted for oxygen in the iron

network. This effect is interpreted as due to energy losses through phonons whilst lower vibrational

frequency excitation modes imply lower friction coefficients and a more accurate adjustment is

obtained when a theoretical model with longitudinal adsorbate vibration is used. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4894803]

Nowadays, the energy efficiency is a crucial issue to

save natural and economical resources, improving the life-

time of material systems, and developing intelligent materi-

als and surfaces.1–3 Energy efficiency is mainly relevant for

mechanical systems where solid surfaces are in contact and

the friction control is mandatory in order to diminish energy

losses.

There are three different scales in tribology, namely,

macroscopic, microscopic, and nanoscopic, each of them

leading to different conceptions of the friction phenomenon.

The macroscopic properties influencing friction such as hard-

ness, elastic modulus, and shear stress are not obviously cor-

related with fundamental properties of materials. For

instance, bond strength, phonons and electrical (thermal)

conductivity properties are not in general considered in fric-

tion studies from an engineering point of view. In fact, incor-

poration of fundamental physical concepts at the nanoscale

friction studies started two decades ago.4–7 Recently, by

applying a chemical approach, a qualitative correlation

between the friction coefficient of several oxides with the

ionic surface potential relationship was established.8,9 Also,

the influence of phonons has been incorporated in the effort

to understand the friction phenomenon at the nanoscale

level, i.e., by considering the excitation of vibrational modes

of the atoms bonded at the studied surfaces.6 These authors

succeed correlating the vibrational frequency modes of ter-

minator species at the surface and the friction phenomenon.

According to this model, the mechanical energy transference

between sliding surfaces is dissipated via phonons.

Understanding friction in terms of elementary vibrational

frequency modes of chemical bonds may open pathways to

tailoring sliding material surfaces. Indeed, specifically func-

tionalized surfaces by chemical treatment will help decreas-

ing the phonon coupling strength and thus decreasing the

friction coefficient.

In this work, we address the issue of friction between a

conical diamond tip sliding on different functionalized flat

steel surfaces by focusing the influence of the chemical

bonds (i.e., elementary vibrational frequency modes cou-

pling) on the sliding resistance. This particular geometry

allows probing the coupling of the sharp tip with the termina-

tor species on the top and underneath of the material at nano-

scale level from 20 to 200 nm. The in-depth friction

dependence on material composition and microstructure was

studied in plasma nitrided and post-oxidized steel samples

and correlated with the material chemical bonding of the

modified cases.

The samples were cut from 12 mm diameter AISI 1045

plain steel bar (C, 0.49; Si, 0.26; P, 0.002; S, 0.009; Mn,

0.68; Cu, 0.07; Cr, 0.01; Ni, 0.03; Mo, 0.005; Al, 0.002; V,

0.005; balance Fe (wt. %)). The substrates were mirror pol-

ished (colloidal silica) by standard metallographic techni-

ques. Nitriding was performed in a laboratory scale chamber

(base pressure� 2 Pa). The chamber feeding gases are con-

trolled by mass flow controllers keeping a total pressure of

100 Pa and using a gaseous mixture 90% N2 and 10% H2

during nitriding process. The working temperature during

the nitriding process was kept at 550 6 5 �C for 5 h. A DCa)E-mail: cafiguer@ucs.br. Phone: þþ55-54-91796-022.
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power supply with mean voltage of 500 V and current den-

sity of 1.2 mA cm�2 was used. Following nitriding, post-

oxidation was performed in the same chamber, without open-

ing it. Two types of samples were produced. One was just

nitrided and the other nitrided and post-oxidizing during

1 min at a constant temperature of 480 6 4 �C. The total gas

pressure was kept at 174 Pa and the gas mixture was 65%

N2, 25% H2, and 10% O2 during post-oxidizing process. A

DC power supply with mean voltage of 800 V and current

density of 2.0 mA cm�2 was used.

The composition chemical profiles of the modified

samples were obtained by glow discharge optical emission

spectroscopy (GD-OES, Horiba, GD Profiler 2) by meas-

uring the emission intensities of chemical elements present

in the sample surface. The measurements were performed

at 630 Pa and 30 W with an acquisition time of 120 s. The

crystalline structures of the plasma-modified outermost

layers were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) at

grazing angle incidence (h¼ 2�). The samples were rotated

during analysis in order to reduce grain orientation and tex-

ture effects. A Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer with

Cu Ka (V¼ 40 kV and I¼ 30 mA) radiation was used. The

morphology and microstructure of nitrided and oxidized

layers were accessed by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) in secondary electron mode (Shimadzu SSX-550).

For SEM analysis, the cross-section of samples was

revealed by attacking the surface at room temperature with

Nital solution (5%). The modified layers thicknesses were

determined from the SEM images. The hardness was meas-

ured by a NanoTest-600 equipment (MicroMaterials,

Berkovich diamond indenter) in an average indentation

depth of 100 nm and the indentation curves were analyzed

by the Oliver and Pharr method.10 An initial load of

0.03 mN and a loading rate of 0.05 mN s�1 were applied.

The surface roughness and friction measurements were

obtained in sliding tests, using the same apparatus by add-

ing a load cell (probe) and replacing the Berkovich dia-

mond indenter by a conical diamond tip with a final radius

of 25 lm. In these experiments, normal loads of 10, 15, and

20 mN were applied and the samples were displaced at a

rate of 1 lm s�1 to a total distance of 680 lm. The tangen-

tial force was measured and its average steady-state value

was correlated to the friction force applied by the layer

formed on the functionalized sample surfaces. The results

presented in the letter are the average from ten measure-

ments performed for each applied normal load and using

two different friction probes (load cell). The indentation

depths vary from 20 to 200 nm. The temperature and hu-

midity for all hardness and friction measurements were

23 �C and 50% 6 5%, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns at grazing

angle (2�) obtained from the only nitrided and nitrided and

post-oxidized samples. Considering the grazing angle and

the material type, the value information is roughly coming

from 800 nm depth. The diffraction patterns are formed by a

mixture of phases such as iron nitrides c0-Fe4N and e-Fe2-3N

in both samples. Also, only one type of iron oxide, i.e., mag-

netite (Fe3O4) is formed in the plasma post-oxidized sample.

Figure 2 shows the cross-section scanning electron mi-

croscopy images showing the near-surface structure of the

treated samples, i.e., (a) the only nitrided and (b) the nitrided

and post-oxidized samples. For completeness, the relative

chemical profiles for nitrogen and oxygen in both samples

obtained by GD-OES is superimposed on the images.

According to both techniques, the outermost layer of the

only nitrided and post-oxidized samples contains nitrogen

and oxygen, respectively. The oxide layer constituted only

by magnetite, has an average thickness of �230 nm. The ox-

ygen signal recorded in the only nitrided sample is due to

atmospheric oxygen physisorption (Figure 2(a)).

Table I shows the hardness, elastic modulus, plasticity

index, and surface roughness of both samples at an average

depth of 120 nm. These macroscopic mechanical properties,

within the experimental errors, are constant in the range

where the friction measurements were performed. In spite of

the main macroscopic properties controlling the friction are

constant, the friction coefficients measured in both types of

samples are different. These findings suggest that we have to

investigate at a lower level scale to understand the physical

causes of the friction differences obtained from the nanoin-

dentation experiments, i.e., the friction differences are

related directly to the atomic species involved in the friction

phenomenon. It is important to stress that the lubricious

property of oxide layer coating metals is well known in tri-

bology applications.11 This suggests that outermost oxidized

layer is not only a simple barrier but also intervening on the

physical and/or chemical properties that must be taken into

account in sliding surfaces. Moreover, the friction force at

the nanoscale depends linearly on the number of atoms that

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns at grazing angle (H¼ 2�) for the nitrided

and the nitrided and post-oxidized samples.

FIG. 2. SEM cross section images for (a) the nitrided and (b) the nitrided

and post-oxidized sample. The relative O and N profiles obtained by GD-

OES are superposed.
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chemically interact across the contact.12 Therefore, the

chemical specificity of the terminator should be invoked in

order to obtain quantitative information of the friction issue.

In our case, the observed friction differences in the studied

samples are attributed to the presence of oxygen instead of

nitrogen in the iron network. As remarked above and from a

tribological point, strength, toughness fracture, hardness, and

elastic modulus are macroscopic properties that influence the

friction coefficient by essentially adhesive and ploughing

phenomena.1 From a physicochemical point of view, the

macroscopic properties cited above can be understood in

terms of elementary interactions such as attractive forces

(Van der Waals), strength and stiffness of chemical bonds,

thermal (electrical) conductivities involving phonons cou-

pling, and electronic band structures.7 According to recent

models considering elementary vibrational frequencies

modes of bonded atoms forming the outermost layer of the

material, the friction force due to vibrational damping is giv-

ing by F¼mgv, where g¼mx4/2pq CT
3 is the damping

constant in the case of a single adsorbate5 and g?¼mx2na/q
CL in the case of ordered commensurate adsorbate layers

with longitudinal elastic waves.13,14 Here, m is the mass of

adsorbate, x is the vibrational frequency, q is the density, na

is the number of adsorbates per unit area, CT and CL are the

material transverse and longitudinal sound velocity, respec-

tively, and v is the relative sliding surface velocity.

Therefore, although that there is not enough experimental in-

formation to draw the absolute friction force, the ratio FN-Fe/

FO-Fe can give us insight about the relative influence of the

terminator species on the process. In order to do this, we

shall assume the following. First, the sound velocities CT

and CL are 3232 and 6081 m s�1 (for nitrides15,16) and 3555

and 7110 m s�1 (for magnetite17 and considering CTffiCL/2

for the CT
14), respectively. Second, the nitrides are assumed

to be formed by a 50% of the constituting nitride phases

(c-Fe4Nþ e-Fe2-3N) and both surfaces have the same na.

Third, the nitrides and magnetite densities are 6.35 and

5.15 g cm�3, respectively,18,19 and the two masses of adsor-

bates are 14 and 16 g mol�1 for nitrogen and oxygen, respec-

tively. Finally, the more intense vibrational frequency modes

779 cm�1 (nitrides) and 668 cm�1 (magnetite) are considered

responsible for the coupling interaction between the sliding

surfaces.20,21

Table II shows a comparison among both models and

experimental results by considering the ratio FN-Fe/FO-Fe.

One can see that the friction coupling is stronger on the sur-

face containing N than the one containing O whatever the

value of the ratio FN-Fe/FO-Fe be considered either from theo-

retical models or experimental results.

As explained above, these data were obtained with two

different friction probes in order to improve the measure-

ment statistic and the individual ratios at different applied

normal loads (please, see Figure 3(a)). For completeness, the

theoretical results obtained by using the models of the single

adsorbate for transverse vibrations and the ordered commen-

surate adsorbate layers for longitudinal vibrations are also

shown. Moreover, Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show a schematic of

the sliding of a conical diamond tip on outermost layers of

iron nitride and iron oxide, respectively. From these results

one can conclude the following. First, the theoretical model

of single adsorbate provides an overestimated value of 37%,

TABLE I. Hardness, elastic modulus (E), plasticity index, and surface

roughness (Rq) measured for both samples at an average depth of 120 nm.

Sample Nitrided Nitrided and post-oxidized

Hardness (GPa) 9.4 6 2.5 9.3 6 1.5

E (MPa) 240 6 10 252 6 26

Plasticity index 6.4 6 0.7 6.3 6 0.7

Rq (nm) 175 6 14 171 6 16

TABLE II. Comparison of the ratio FN-Fe/FO-Fe calculated from two different theoretical models and obtained by experimental measurements in both surfaces

(N-Fe and O-Fe).

FN-Fe/FO-Fe Difference with the experimental value

Model I: single adsorbate (transverse vibration) 1.75 37%

Model II: ordered commensurate adsorbate layers (longitudinal vibration) 1.13 14%

Experimental measurements (average of two different friction probes) 1.29 0

FIG. 3. (a) Ratio FN-Fe/FO-Fe as a function of applied load. The experimental

error is in the order of the size of the symbols. The empty square and circle

correspond to results after the application of phonon coupling models

obtained from the single adsorbate with transverse vibrations and ordered

commensurate adsorbate layers for longitudinal vibrations, respectively. (b)

and (c) Schematic of the sliding of a conical tip on outermost layers of ion

nitride and iron oxide, respectively.
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whereas the model of ordered commensurate adsorbate

layers provides an underestimated value of 14% when com-

pared to the average of experimental results obtained by

using two different friction probes. Second, the results are

well resolved clearly showing the influence of the terminator

species on the friction coefficient and the theoretical model,

which provides the best approximation to the experimental

results (14%), takes into account perpendicular adsorbate

vibrations coupling with longitudinal elastic waves.

Therefore, these results are in agreement with the experi-

ments obtained from the perpendicular indented conical tip

sliding on the surface at depths between 20 and 200 nm (i.e.,

probing an average of 1200 atomic layers). Finally, an im-

portant conclusion is that the perpendicular contact (i.e.,

prompting longitudinal vibration component) is rather more

important than the sliding (i.e., prompting transverse vibra-

tion component) between surfaces in terms of the friction

coupling of our system and controls the energy dissipation

mechanism.

In conclusion, the nanoscale friction results are inter-

preted by assuming a coupling, via elementary vibrational

frequency modes of the terminator atoms, between the slid-

ing tip and the functionalized surface. Consequently, the fric-

tion coefficient for the post-oxidized sample decreases when

nitrogen atoms are substituted for oxygen, i.e., the chemical

bonds in the outermost layers prompt the friction coefficient

via elementary vibration modes coupling between sliding

surfaces in physical contact. A theoretical model that consid-

ers perpendicular adsorbate vibrations provides the best

approximation and is in agreement with the experimental

arrangement of in-depth friction measurements from 20 to

200 nm.

These remarkable findings may open pathways to chem-

ical tailoring surface materials (functionalization) in order to

reduce friction and energy losses as long as the macroscopic

mechanical properties such as hardness, elastic modulus,

plasticity index, and surface roughness remain constant.
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